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On the Life of the Prophet 

 

English translation: 

 

- At the age of twenty-three our prophet married our mother Hatije [Khadijah]. After 

marrying our mother Hatije, they had four daughters and two sons. They lost two of their 

sons and three of their daughter, except for his Fatima. After our prophet passed away our 

mother Fatima died… our prophet’s.…  

 

- Those four
1
 children, did they die because they became old or were they killed? 

 

- Umm… they became sick and died. They became sick and died. They are having that 

many kids, and they all die except for his Fatima. And after he, himself died, Fatima says 

“I cannot live after my father,” and then our mother Fatima dies.  

 

- Our prophet had many great achievements. He was always among ordinary people and 

he had their respect. He fought on the battlefield as well. We talk about his greatness all 

the time. It is in our every sentence and word. He has a place on top of our heads.
2
 He 

was a great man. 
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1
  In fact, she means five but she says four. 

2
 “To give someone a place on top of your head” is a saying in Turkish that is used to indicate the high 

level of respect for someone.  
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